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Abstract 
Let G be a finite connected graph and C(G) the hyperspace of all subcontinua of G. A 
Whitney map is a continuous function p : C(G) + [O,l] such that ~({p}) = 0 for each p E G, 
p(G) = 1 and A c B f A implies that p(A) < p(B). A large Whitney level is a set of the 
form p ‘(t) where 1 > t > max(&Y): S is a proper nonempty connected subgraph of G). In 
this paper, we prove the following: 
Theorem. Let G and H be finite connected graphs with no cut points, then G and H are 
isomorphic if and only if large Whitney levels for C(G) are homeomorphic to large Whitney 
levels for C(H). 
Keywords: Hyperspaces; Finite graphs; Whitney levels 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54B20; secondary 54C50 
0. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, G and H will denote finite connected graphs. Let C(G) 
be the hyperspace of all subcontinua of G, endowed with the Hausdorff metric 2. 
We denote by SG(G) the set of nonempty proper connected subgraphs of G which 
are not one-point sets. A map is a continuous function. The closed unit interval in 
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the real line is denoted by I. A Whitney map is a continuous function p : C(G) -+ Z 
for which I) = 0 for each p E G, ,u(G) = 1 and A CB #A implies that 
p(A) < p(B). A Whitney level is a set of the form p-‘(t), where 0 < t < 1. A large 
(respectively a small) Whitney level is a set of the form p-‘(t) where 1 > t > 
max p(SG(G)) (respectively, 0 < t < min p(SG(G))). 
In [8], Kato proved that Whitney levels of finite graphs are polyhedra. He 
studied large Whitney levels for some particular graphs in [8, 2.61 and [lo, Example 
3.81. By [6, p. 151, it follows that all the large (respectively, small) Whitney levels for 
C(G) are homeomorphic. It follows from [S, 2.31 that small Whitney levels for 
C(G) have the same homotopy type of G. In fact, in order to construct a small 
Whitney level for C(G), take, for each vertex v of G, an m-simplex, where m + 1 
is the order of v in G. Then join these simplexes by segments exactly in the same 
way that vertices are joined in G. From this, G is completely determined by its 
small Whitney levels. Whitney levels for C(G) different from the small ones are 
not so easy to construct. However, large Whitney levels contain many information 
about the graph as we show in the main theorem of this paper: 
Theorem 0.1. Suppose G and H have no cut points, then G and H are isomorphic 
graphs if and only if large Whitney levels for C(G) are homeomorphic to large 
Whitney levels for C(H). 
1. Preliminary results 
We will need the following conventions: The vertices of G are the extremes of 
the segments of G. Notice that the set SG(G) depends on the choice of the 
segments. We are interested in having as few subgraphs as possible, so we will 
suppose that G is not a simple closed curve and each vertex of G is either an 
endpoint of G or a ramification point of G. With this restriction two extremes of a 
segment of G may coincide and then such a “segment” would be a simple closed 
curve. We also assume that the metric d in G is the metric of arc length and each 
segment has length equal to one. For each segment J in G we identify J with a 
closed interval [(O),, (l),]. Notice that it is possible that (0), = (l)J. We write 0 
(respectively 1) instead of (O), (respectively (l),) if it causes no confusion. An 
acyclic connected subgraph of G which contains all the vertices of G, will be 
named maximal fine subgraph of G. 
If A E C(G) and E > 0, define Q(E, A) = {x E G: there exists a E A such that 
d(a, x) GE} and ME, A) = {X E G: there exists a EA such that d(a, x) <e). 
Throughout this paper, p will denote a fixed Whitney map for C(G). For a 
nonempty proper connected subgraph S of G, define mn, = (B E C(G): S C B C 
Q(1, S) and B nN(1, S) is connected} and m,(t) = !JJ?, n p-‘(t), if p(S) < t < 
~u(Q(l, S)). Let I,, . . . , Z,, be the segments in G such that, for each i, Zi intersects S 
in exactly one of its extremes. Let J,, . . . , J, be the segments in G such that, for 
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each j, Jj intersects S in exactly the two extremes of Jj (here, the two extremes of 
Jj can agree). Then an element A in mnz,(t) can be written in the form: A = S U 
(U([O, a,]: 1 < i G t-1) U (U I[O, cjl U [dj, 11: 1 <j < s)), where 0 < ai < 1 for each i, 
and 0 G cj G dj < 1 for each j. We say that A is in the relative interior of mDZ,(t) 
(A E RI(mn,(t>>> if 0 < ai < 1 for each i, and 0 < cI < dj < 1 for each j. If A does 
not belong to the relative interior, we say that A is in the relative boundary 
(RB(m)3(t))) of B,(t) (that is, RB(ml,(t)) = iDI, - RI(mm,(t))). 
Let rz = 2s + r. Duda proved in [ll that tm, is homeomorphic to I”. As was 
pointed by Kato in [8, 2.41, a similar result for mn,(t) holds. We extend this result 
in the following easy to prove theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Let II = 2s + r, then: 
(a) ms(t> is homeomorphic to In-‘, and homeomorphisms from 2Rs(t > to I”- ’ 
send RB(naz,(t)) onto the boundary of I”-‘. 
(b) Zf 1 < r < 1 , r2 < r and 1 < si < s2 <s, then the dimension of the set {A E 
on/.\. r ,,...,. r -1 3JJLs(I). 11 u urrlcAi, a,l+,=0,...,a,2=0, J,V ... UJslC A and d,,+l= 
1 , . . . , dS2 = 1) is not greater than n - 1 - r2 - 2s, - (s2 - sl) = n - 1 - r2 - s1 - s2. 
Theorem 1.2. If S is not a one-point set and RI(ZXs(t)) is nonempty, then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) RI(Zs(t>> has nonempty interior in u-‘(t), 
(b) RI(ZXs(t)) is open in u-‘(t), and 
(c) S is acyclic and S has no endpoints of G. 
Proof. (a) * (c) Suppose that S contains a simple closed curve C. Let q be a point 
in C ..,l..;,.1-. . 
WIII~II iS fiat 2 VeitCX Of G Liiiu lt?L a 
A 1 + T I.- +l., ..I:,.., nnrr-n-r4 ,.c P . ..LZ-1. 
UC; LUG UulyuL Jc;g;IIIGIIL “I u WIIIU‘ 
contains q. Put J” = J - I(O),, (l),}, then J* is an open subset of G and J c C. It 
is easy to check that if B E C(G) and S c B, then B -J* is connected. 
Take an arbitrary element A E RI(ms(t)). Since u(A) < 1, we can enlarge A a 
little to obtain an element B E C(G) such that A c B (see [12, Theorem 1.81). A 
small open subinterval J, of J* can be chosen such that q E J, and u(B -J,) = t. 
Since B -J* is connected, then B -J, is also connected. Therefore, B -J, is an 
element of p -l(t) close to A and S is not contained in B - J,. This proves that A 
is not an interior point of RI(m,(t)). Hence, the interior of RI(ZX,(t)) in p-‘(t) is 
empty. 
If S has endpoints of G, a similar proof shows that the interior of RI(ns(t)) in 
p 
-i/.X . 
ctl is empty. 
(c)*(b) Take A E RI(,!Es(t)>, then A is of the form: A = S u (U{[O, a,]: 
1 < i < r)) u (IJ ([O, cj] u [dj, 11: 1 <j < s}), where 0 < ai < 1 for each i, and 0 < cj 
< dj < 1 for each j. Then A E N(1, S). Let E = min({a,, . . . , a,} U {l - a,, . . . ,l - 
a,) u (cl,. . . , cs) U {l - d,, . . . , 1 - d,] U {cd, - c,)/2,. . . , (d, - c,)/2)), then 
ME, A) cN(1, S). 
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Let B E p-l(t) be such that X(A, B) < E. We will show that B E RI(%X&)>. If 
1 < i G r, from the choice of E, B n Ii is nonempty and lIi @B. Then B n Ii = [ei, fi] 
for some f, < 1. If 0 < ei, B = [ei, fil. Since E < 1 and S is a nonempty connected 
subgraph of G contained in N(E, B), then S = I(O),), which is a contradiction. 
Hence B f’ Ii = [0, fi]. For 1 f j < S, B n Jj is of the form B n Jj = LO, gj] U [hi, 11, 
where 0 <gj <h, < 1. Notice that B cN(1, S>. 
Let p be an endpoint of the graph S (p is not an endpoint of GI. Then p is an 
extreme of some Ii or p is an extreme of some Jj, so that p E B. If pl, pz are 
endpoints of S, then there exists an arc (Y in B joining p1 and p2. Since 
(Y c B c S U (U{[O, fi]: 1 < i < r)) U (U {[O, gj] U [hj, 11: 1 <j < s)), it follows that 
(Y c S. Then the unique arc in S joining p1 and p2 is contained in B. Since S is 
acyclic, then S is the union of the arcs joining its endpoints. Therefore S c B. This 
implies that BE RI(mnz,(t>). Hence A is an interior point of RI(mn,(t)). This 
completes the proof of Cc> * (b). 
(b) * (a> is immediate. 0 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that G has no endpoints and CO>, # (11, for each segment J in 
G. If S and T are nonempty proper connected subgraphs of G such that S # T and 
.YJls(t> n 2%,(t) is nonempty, then the dimension of 2?Xs(t) n Y.Jln,(t> is not greater 
than maxIdim %Rs(t>, dim ZJlnz,(t>) - 2. 
Proof. Let 9.X = ZJl&) n 9Jlnz,(t> and let m, = dim 9.X&) and m2 = dim 2.X,(t). 
We may assume that T is not contained in S, then S c Q<l, T) and T c Q<l, S). 
Let Z, be a segment in T which is not a segment of S. Then we may assume that 
0 = (O),0 E S. If (1),0 E S or there exists another segment I, which belongs to T but 
not to S, then, by Theorem 1.1(b), dim 9J? <m, - 2. Thus, we may assume that I, 
is the unique segment in T which does not belong to S and Z, n S = (01. This 
implies that all the vertices of T except (1),0 belong to S. 
From the hypothesis on G, there exist two different segments I,, I2 in G such 
that (0>,1 =(l),0 = (O)12. Since (l),0 66 S, then I, and I2 do not belong to T. Thus 11, 
1, belong to the subgraph Q<l, T) but not to T. We consider three cases: 
(a) The two extreme points Cl&, (1),2 are not in S. Then (1),1, (1),2 E T and the 
interior of I, u I2 does not intersect Q<l, S). Thus, for each A E ?I.X, A n Zi = (OIIi, 
i = 1, 2. Hence, Theorem 1.1(b) implies that dim D! < m2 - 2. 
(b) <ljl, E S and (1),2 @C S. Then Cl),, @ T. Let A E ??J& as in case (a), A n Z, = 
(Ol12. Since A n N(1, S) is connected and (O),1 4 Ml, S>, then A n I, cannot be of 
the form [(0>,1, a] with a < 1 and it cannot be of the form [(0>,1, al U [b, (1),1l with 
0 <a <b < 1. Thus, either Cl& E T or Cl&, E T, Theorem 1.1(b) implies that 
dim m < m2 - 2. 
Cc> The proof for the case (1),1, (1),2 E S is similar to (b). 
This completes the proof. q 
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Theorem 1.4. Suppose that G has no endpoints and CO>, f (l), for each segment J in 
G. Let T be a maximal fine subgraph of G and let S be a proper acyclic connected 
subgraph of G such that 0 < dim(mn,(t> n 2Jlm,(t>> = dim m2,(t) - 1. Then there 
exists a segment J in T such that T = S U J and J does not belong to S. 
Proof. Notice that S Z T. Since T is a maximal fine subgraph, every connected 
subgraph of G containing T properly must contain cycles, so that T is not 
contained in S. Let J be a segment of T which does not belong to S. Since 
E,(t) n 9.Rnz,(t) is nonempty, T c Q(1, S). Hence every segment of T intersects S. 
We may assume that (O), E S. Since otherwise dim(mn,(t) n E,(t)> G dim m,(t) 
- 2, (l), @ S and J is the unique segment in T which does not belong to S. Then 
T c S U J and <l)J is an endpoint of T. So T - (J - {CO>,}> is a connected subgraph 
of G. 
Suppose that there exists a segment L in S which does not belong to T. Then 
(O),, (0, c T - (J - {CO),}). Thus (T - (J - I(O),})) U L has cycles and it is con- 
tained in S. This contradiction proves that T = S U J. •I 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
Lemma 1.5. Let S and T be connected subgraphs of G such that each one of them 
contains all the vertices of G. Then: 
(a) G = N(1, S) = Ml, T). 
(b) mn, = (A E C(G): S CA], 2JIs(t> = {A E C(G): S CA and u(A) = t). 
cc> znzsf17r==sSUr and zrJzs(t> n D&(t) = En,,.(t). 
Lemma 1.6. Let ‘$3 =uCL-l(t). Then 2I = lJ{ns n ‘21: S is an acyclic connected 
subgraph of G for which uu(S) < t < p(Q(l, S))], and for each A E VI, dim,(A) (the 
dimension of A in the space ‘?I) is equal to maxIdim ms - 1: S is an acyclic 
connected subgraph of G, A E 2X, and u(S) < t < p(Q(l, S))]. 
Proof. In [l], Duda proved that C(X) = lJ{ms: S is an acyclic connected subgraph 
of G}. If p(S) = t or p(Q(l, S)) = t, then Zm, n 8 is a one-point set. Since ‘8 has 
no isolated points, we conclude that 5?l= U{ns n (11: S is an acyclic connected 
subgraph of G and p(S) < t < p(Q(l, S))]. Then the lemma follows from Theorem 
1.1(a). 0 
2. Large Whitney levels 
Throughout this section, we will assume that G and H have no cut points and 
they are not simple closed curves. We also assume that 1 > t > max p(SG(G)). Let 
B = p -‘(t 1. Define 
v(G) = number of vertices of G , 
s(G) = number of segments of G, 
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m(G) =2(s(G) -u(G)) + 1, 
Y(G) = {S: S is a (not necessarily connected) subgraph of G and 
S has more than one point}. 
d(G) = {A E%: dim,(A) =m(G)}, 
and 
.k’F( G) = {S c G: S is a maximal fine subgraph of G} . 
Notice that, since all the large Whitney levels are homeormophic and m(G) 
depends only on G, J&G) does not depend on t. 
Theorem 2.1. (a) For each S E.&F(G), %Jls(t) is homeomorphic to ZmcG). 
(b) dim d(G) = m(G) = dim %. 
(c) d(G) = U{Y.Rm,(t): S E.&F(G)} = {A E 8: there exists S ELF(G) such that 
S CA}. 
(d) Zf K c&(G) is homeomorphic to Z m(G) then there exists a unique S -F(G) , 
such that KC 2JZnz,(t). 
Proof. The proof of (a), (b) and (c) can be made with arguments imilar to those in 
Section 7 of Duda’s paper [l]. In order to prove (d), let S,, . . . , S, EN&G) be 
such that K is contained in ??Jl,$t> U * . . u i?Jlm,n<t> and IZ is minimal. If y1 > 1, then 
the set Z = K f3 (asl(t) n (ns,(t) u * * . U m,n(t))> separates K. But, by Theorem 
1.3, dim Z < m(G) - 2. This is a contradiction to the Corollary to Theorem IV.4 in 
[5]. Hence n = 1 and Kc ID?&). The uniqueness of S, is a consequence of 
Theorem 1.3. 0 
The structure of &‘(G) reflects important aspects of the graph G as we will see 
in the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. A?(G) is homeomorphic to d(H) if and only if there exists a bijection 
4 : 9(G) -9(H) such that: 
(a) 4(J) is a segment for each segment J in G, 
(b) 4(S) E.&F(H) if and only if S c+WTG), and 
(c) for each S =9(G), $0) = U{+(J): J is a segment in S). 
Proof. To prove sufficiency, let v : C(H) + Z be a Whitney map and let 1 > t* > 
max v(SG(H)). Let !8 = v-‘(t*). So, we consider M(H) contained in B. If T is a 
nonempty proper connected subgraph of H, define %T = {B E C(H): T CB C 
Q(1, T) and B nN(1, T) is connected}, and if v(T) < t* < z~,<Q<l, T)), define 
Yqt*) = Y12, n B. 
Let f: d(G) +_M(H) be a homeomorphism and let SEAT(G). Theorem 
2.1(b) implies m(G) = m(H). From Theorem 2.1(a) and cd), there exists a unique 
T E.&F(H) such that f(ns(t)) is contained in 8&t*>. Applying again Theorem 
2.1, f-‘(!Jl&*)) is contained in Dn,(t>. Thus f(2?Jls(t)) = ?JIT(t*). Define 4(S) = T. 
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Now, we will define 4 for a proper connected subgraph S of G which contains 
all the vertices of G. By definition, p(S) < t, notice that S = S, U . . . U S, for 
some S,, . . . , S, E&F(G). Then 
@J&W) =f(m&” ... “&>) =f(%Xt> f-J * *. n trJzs,<t>) 
=f(%,<t>) n ... N(~ms,<t>) =%p(S,)(t*)” ... “q(S,)(t*) 
=Y? $(S,)U “’ ug&Jt*). 
So, define 4(S) = &!?,) U . . . U c#&!S,). If T, # T2 are proper connected sub- 
graphs of H which contain all the vertices of H, then YIT$t*> # iRT,<t*>, so that 4 
is well defined. 
Notice that f(i!J2G(t)) = fl and H is the unique subgraph of H which contains 
all the vertices of H and iRz,(t*) = @. Then we can define 4(G) = H. 
Take two proper connected subgraphs S,, S, of G such that each one of them 
contains all the vertices of G. Let &Y,) = Tl and $0,) = T2. Then f(nsl “,,(t)) 
= fC?Xm,l(t> n !?J&>) = fC?JJsl(tN n fOJ2,&N = %#*I n ST$t*> = %TT,uT,(t*). 
Thus +(S, u S,) = &!?,) u W,). 
Now, suppose that S, c S,, then Tl c T2. Let m (respectively m*) be the 
number of segments which belongs to S, but not to S, (respectively to T2 but not 
to Tl>. From Theorem 1.1(a), for i = 1, 2, 2(s(G) -ASi)) - 1 = dim rrJl,l<t> = 
dim f(%n,$t>> = dim(%,(t*)> = 2(s(H) - s(Ti)) - 1. It follows that m = m”. Notice 
that this equality also holds in the case that Si = G for some i = 1, 2. 
Now we are ready to define #J on a segment J of G. Since G has no cut points, 
there exists a connected subgraph S in G which contains all the vertices of G and 
such that J does not belong to S (in fact, S can be chosen in _&Y(G)). Since 
S, = S UJ is a connected subgraph of G which contains all the vertices of G, from 
the above paragraph, there exists exactly one segment L in +(S,) which does not 
belong to 4(S). Then define 4(J) = L. 
To prove that 4 is well defined on J, let S, be another connected subgraph of 
G which contains all the vertices of G such that J does not belong to S, and let 
S, = S, u J. First, we will analize the case S c S,. Then +(S,) = +(S, U J> = 4(S, 
u s u .I> = (f&Y,) u qb(S u .I) = f#J(S,) u qfm u L = $0, u s> u L = c$(S,) u L. 
Thus L is the unique segment in +(S,) - +(S,). 
Suppose now that S is not contained in S,, from the preceding paragraph, the 
definition of 4(J) is the same when we take S and S U S, and it is also the same 
when we take S, and S u S,. Hence 4(J) is well defined. 
Using the inverse map f-’ : d(H) +dG), it is possible to define the corre- 
sponding map I,!J :{L: L is a segment in H) U {T: T is a subgraph of H such that 
all the vertices of H are in T} + {J: J is a segment in G} U IS: S is a subgraph of 
G such that all the vertices of G are in S}. Clearly, I_+!J is the inverse of 4. 
This implies that, when J is a segment in G and S is a connected subgraph in G 
which contains all the vertices of G, then J @ S if and only if 4(J) e 4(S). 
Finally, define for S =9’(G), 4(S) = U {4( J): J is a segment of S}. Then 4 is 
the desired bijection. 
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Necessity: Property (c) implies that +(S, US,) = &!S,) U $dS,) for every S,, 
S, EY(G). Assume that the segments in H (as those of G) are identified with the 
interval I. Let m = s(G) = s(H). Let .Z,, . . . , .I, be the segments in G. For each i, 
let Li = +(.Zi>. Then Lt,..., L, are the segments of H. If S E.&~(G), let 
Y = s(G) - s(S). Then r = s(H) - s(+(S)) and r does not depend on S. 
Let A E&(G), then A is of the form A = U{[(0)J~,~,] U [bi,(l),i]: 1 Q i <ml, 
where 0 < ai < bi < 1. Define f(A) = lJ{[(O>,.i, ail U [bi, (l),il: 1 <i 6 m}. To jus- 
tify that A is of this form, take an S E&F(G) such that A E BJt>. Let .Zi,, . . . , Ji, 
be the segments in G - S. Then A is of the form A = S U (U{[(0)Jik, ai,] U 
[bik, (ljJlkl: 1 < i < rD. Notice that f(A) = &SI U (U I[(0)L,k,aikl U [bjk,(l)L,kl: 1 < i 
G t-1). Since 4(S) is connected and contains all the vertices of H, then f(A) is 
connected. We have proved that f(A) E C(H). 
Clearly, f is continuous and B?(G) is compact. Then f(&(GI) is a compact 
subset of C(H) which does not contain H. If A, B E&(G) and A Z B, since 
p(A) = ,u.(B), then A is not contained in B and B is not contained in A. Then 
there exists i such that A n.li is not contained in B. Thus f(A) n Li is not 
contained in f(B). Hence f(A) is not contained in f(B). Similarly, f(B) is not 
contained in f(A). In particular, f is injective. 
For each vertex p in H, consider the subgraph ZZ, of H which consists of all 
the segments in G not containing p. Since p is not a cut point of H, HP is 
connected. Let Zr, . . . , Z, be the segments in H which contain p. Assume that 
p = (0),1 for each i. For each u E I, define A,(u) = HP U (U{[u, (l)lil: 1 < i <M)). 
Then A,(u) E C(H) and A,(u) -+ H as u + 0. Thus there exists up > 0 such that 
up < 1 and A,(u,) is not contained in any element of f&?(G)). Notice that each 
element D of the family f(&cs(GI) contains p, so D is not contained in AJu,). 
Hence, the set 9 = {A,&,): p is a vertex of H) Ufb?(G)) is a compact subset 
of C(H) such that no element in 9 contains another element in 55). 
Define w’ : 9 + Z by w’(D) = 3/4 for each D E ‘B. From [14, Theorem 3.11, 
there exists a Whitney map o : C(H) + Z which extends w’. In order to prove that 
w-‘(3/4) is a large Whitney level for C(H), let R be a proper subgraph of H. If 
there exists a vertex p in H such that p CC R, then R is properly contained in 
A,(u,). Thus o(R) < 3/4. If all the vertices of H are contained in R, then R 
contains an element T c&F(H), then +-‘CT) E&F(G) and 4-‘(T) cqb-‘(RI. 
Therefore 4-‘(R) is a proper connected subgraph of G and since pL-t(t) is a large 
Whitney level for C(G), pL(rb-‘(R)) < t. Therefore, there exists A E ~-l(t) such 
that q!-‘(R) is properly contained in A. Since 4-‘(T) CA, A E&(G). Thus R is 
properly contained in f(A), then o(R) < 3/4. We have proved that w-l(3/4) is a 
large Whitney level for C(H). 
It is easy to prove that f(&(G)) = (D E w-l(3/4>: there exists T E.MF(G) such 
that 4(T) CD} =_w’(H). Hence d(G) is homeomorphic to d’(H). q 
Corollary 2.3. Zf _w’(G) is homeomorphic to d(H), then H and G have the same 
number of segments and the same number of vertices. 
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Proof. Clearly, s(G) = s(H). Fix S E&F(G), let K,, . . . , K, be the segments of S, 
then 4( K,), . . . , +( K,) are the segments of &!7) and &!?) EMU. So IZ = u(G) 
- 1 and n = u(H) - 1. Thus v(G) = u(H). •I 
For the necessary definitions in the following corollaries, see [15]. 
Corollary 2.4. If B?(G) is homeomorphic to AT(H), then the cycle matroid of G is 
isomorphic to the cycle matroid of H. 
Proof. Let 4 : 9’(G) +9’(H) is defined as in Theorem 2.2. Let ‘Z be a cycle of G. 
In order to prove the corollary, it is enough to prove that +(@ is a cycle of H, see 
the paragraph below Theorem 1 in [15, Ch. 61. 
Fix a segment J in E’. Let S E.&~(G) be such that the graph ‘Z -J is contained 
in S. By Theorem 2.2(b), &S) E&F(H), so C/J(S) U $(J) contains a unique cycle 
,9 of H. Let L #.I be a segment of %?. Then the graph (S - L) UJ is connected, 
contains all the vertices of G and has as many segments as S. Then (S - L) U J E 
&F(G), so +((S - L) UJ> EACFCH). In particular, +((S - L) UJ) is acyclic, and 
$((S -L) uJ) u 4(L) = &‘S UJ) contains _9, then 4(L) ~$8. We have proved 
that +(lj7) cg. 
Similarly, using now 4 - ‘, we have that 4-‘(g) is contained in a cycle of the 
graph S u J. Thus +-‘(&3) c %?. 
Therefore, 4(%?‘> =.9. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Zf G and H are 3-connected and AX?(G) and S?(H) are homeomor- 
phic, then G and H are homeomorphic. 
Proof. It is a consequence of Corollary 2.4 and [15, Theorem 1, Ch. 61. q 
Example 2.6. It is not enough to assume that d(G) is homeomorphic to d(H) to 
conclude that G and H are isomorphic. Consider the graphs shown in Fig. 1. 
Define 4: P(G) +9(H) by 4(S) = iJ(L,: Ji is a segment in S). By Theorem 2.2, 
AZ’(G) is homeomorphic to S?(H). However G and H are not isomorphic. 
G JI 
Jg 
Fig. 1. 
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Theorem 2.7. G and H are isomorphic graphs if and only if large Whitney levels for 
C(G) are homeomorphic to large Whitney levels for C(H). 
Proof. The sufficiency is immediate. For the proof of necessity, let ‘8 and 93 be 
respective large Whitney levels for C(G) and C(H). Let f: 8 + ‘23 be a homeo- 
morphism. By Theorem 2.1(b), m(G) = m(H). Since d(G) = {A E ‘8: dim,(A) = 
m(G)} and S’(H) = {B E 23: dim,(B) = m(H)), then f&‘(G)) =s&H), SO that 
d(G) is homeomorphic to S?(H). Let 4 : Y(G) +5@(H) be the bijection defined 
in Theorem 2.2. From [4, Theorem 8.31, in order to prove that G and H are 
isomorphic it is enough to show that if J and K are adjacent segments in G (where 
J # K), then 4(J) and 4(K) are adjacent segments in H. 
Let p be a common vertex for J and K. Since p is not a cut point of G, there 
exists an acyclic graph S of G such that S contains all the vertices of G except p. 
Then S u J and S u K belong to AF(G). Thus +(S U J) and +(S U K) belong to 
_&F(H). From Theorems 1.2 and 1.1(a), RI(EX&)) is an open subset of ‘8 which 
is homeomorphic to an open cube (0, 1)“’ for some m 2 1. 
Notice that 58 is of the form P3 = v-‘(t*) = U{%,(t*): T is a connected acyclic 
subgraph of H). Let T,, . . . , T, be the connected acyclic subgraphs of H such that 
%n,<t*> nf(RI(YJ2s~t~~~ + fl and dim %n,<t*> = m. Since f(RI(%Xs(t>>) is open, it 
follows that it is contained in %$*> U . * . U ‘?l12,jt*). From Theorem 1.3, 
dim(Y?r(t*) I? Ylz,(t*)) <rn - 2. Reasoning as in Theorem 2.1(d), r = 1. Let T = T,, 
then f(RI(m,(t))) C gz,(t*>, so f(ms(t)) C g&t*>. Analogously, f-l(%&t*)) C 
YJlJt). Therefore, f(mn,(t)> = g7,(t*). 
It is easy to prove that dim(m,(t) n 2Jln,,,(t>) = m - 1, then dim(f(nJt>> n 
fcmn,,,(t)>> = m - 1. Thus dim(‘%,(t*) n %+csuJj(t*)) = m - 1. Theorem 1.4 im- 
plies that there exists a unique segment L in +(S U J> such that &S U J> = T U L 
and L does not belong to T. Thus T is acyclic and L intersects T in exactly one 
extreme of L. This implies that T contains all the vertices of H except one 
extreme q. Therefore q E L and T c &S U .I>. 
Similarly, T c &!3 u K). Since J does not belong to S U K, then 4(J) does not 
belong to 4(S u K). In particular, #J(J) does not belong to T. Hence 4(J) belongs 
to the graph $(S uJ) - T. Thus 4(J) = L. Therefore q E 4(J). Similarly, q E 
4(K). This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3. Other properties determined by large Whitney levels 
Definition 3.1. G is said to be a fruit tree if the following condition holds: 
If y is a simple closed curve in G, then there exists a segment J in G such that 
y = J and (01, = (11,. 
Theorem 3.2. G is a fruit tree if and only if large Whitney levels for C(G) are 
homeomorphic to cubes. 
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Proof. Notice that we may assume that G is different from one interval and one 
simple closed curve. 
To prove sufficiency, let P = {p E G: p is a vertex of G and is not an endpoint 
of G}. Then P is a nonempty subset of G and there exists an acyclic connected 
proper subgraph S of G such that P c S and S does not contain endpoints of G. 
Since G is a fruit tree, each element in P is a cut point of G. Let 8 = p.‘(t) be a 
large Whitney level for C(G). Then, for each A E ‘?I, P CA. Applying again that G 
is a fruit tree, it follows that S CA. This implies that VI = .!?.XJt). Therefore, % is 
homeomorphic to a cube. 
Necessity: Let %?l = p-‘(t) be a large Whitney level for C(G). Define V’ = {p: p 
is a vertex of G and p is not an endpoint of Gl, _&F’(G) = {S: S is an acyclic 
subgraph of G such that the vertices of S are precisely the elements in V’). Notice 
that _&F’(G) is nonempty, and for each S E&F’(G), Q(1, S) = G and Es(t) is 
nonempty. If S E&F’(G), the number of segments in S is equal to the number of 
points in I/’ minus one; the number of segments in G which meet S in exactly one 
point is equal to the number of endpoints of G and the number of segments which 
meet S in their two extremes is equal to s(G) - (the number of endpoints of G) 
- (the number of segments in S). Therefore, the dimension of Ban,(t) does not 
depend on S. Reasoning as in Section 7 in [ll, X?(G) = {A E VI: dim,A = dim 
PI} = U{!?J&(t>: S &&F’(G)). 
Let S,, S, E&F’(G) such that S, # S,. Then there exists a segment J in S, 
such that J is not a segment of S,. Then the extremes of J are points in S,. Each 
element in 9JJm,l<t> n YX,z(t) contains J. Theorem 1.1(b) implies that dim@JZn,l(t) n 
m,$t>) < dim am,$t) - 2. 
Since we are assuming that 2l is homeomorphic to a cube, then d’(G) = ?I. 
Reasoning as in Theorem 2.1(d), there exists a unique element S in _&F’(G) and 
Yl = mzn,O1. 
Suppose that G is not a fruit tree, then there exists a simple closed curve y in 
G such that y is the union of more that one segment of G. Notice that all the 
vertices in the graph y belong to S. Since S is acyclic, there exists a segment J in y 
such that J is not a segment of S. Let (Y be the unique arc joining (01, and (11, in 
S and let L be any segment in (Y. Then S, = J U (S - CL - I(O),, (11,))) is 
connected, it contains all the elements of I” and it has as many segments as S. 
This implies that S, is a tree. Hence S, E.&F’(G) - {S}. This contradiction proves 
that G is a fruit tree and completes the proof of the theorem. q 
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorems A and D in [71. 
Theorem 3.3. G is a simple closed curve if and only if large Whitney levels for G are 
not unicoherent . 
Remark 3.4. Suppose that G has a cut point p. Let ‘% be a large Whitney level for 
C(G), then p belongs to each element in a. Thus, Lynch’s theorem in 1111 implies 
that 8 is an AR. Therefore %?I is contractible. 
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Question 3.5. Is it true that if large Whitney levels for C(G) are contractible, then 
G has cut points? 
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